Abstract-This article tries to find an arbitrage strategy in the gold prices market of China. And the method is the linear regression based on the time serious date, the gold price, the gold companies' stock prices and other metals prices from 2002 to 2014, and the data of different period, so we tried to test every possible relationship which based on the financial theory between these dates. At last we find there really is a relationship which is statistic tested significantly between the gold price and gold company stock price and based on a special time period date, so we can base the relationship to build an arbitrage strategy, then we test it by the real world dates, and we found it is good, what is more, this method we can use it in the other similar market, for example, silver or oil. And this is not just a method, we can really use it.
INTRODUCTION
All over the world, the traders are always looking for new ideas to avoid the risk and increase the returns on their investment. Although the researchers have done a lot of research about this. And the traders now have some way to get it. But the higher the return is, the higher the risk will be. So that, we have to find a way can produce a higher return and more stable predictions and control.
So, in this article, we will examine the relationship between the commodities, oil price changes and stock index returns in China. And then we select single stocks to set up an arbitrage trading strategy for the stock.
As all we know, commodities and oil are the basic elements of pushing economic growth; they are the basic input materials of all industries. So the price changes both of commodities and oil to affect the world economy straight away. The whole commodity price changes combined with crude oil price changes, will have to yield more accurate forecast.
For the commodity and stock return relations, due there are many kinds, like silver, zinc, gold, nickel etc, copper… These relationships may not be all the same. So what we need is to verify all relationships for each one, so that we may get a more accurate result.
In this case, we have China stock returns selected for the forecast by commodity and oil price changes.
In the article, we have discussed some articles about similar topics done by other researchers. These articles showed that, there are some kinds of relationships between commodity price changes with stock returns and oil price changes with stock returns. But in this article, our target is to combine commodities and oil together to produce an accurate forecast of stock returns.
For the methodology section, we will introduce our data and where we get them from and also use E-views software to test if the relationship is significant or not. In the end of the section, we also do a robustness test for all and select the most correlated items and that can have the greatest accurate forecast power for stock returns.
Then in the analysis section, we will use the methodology with the real world data, to test the twelve years of data for a significant relationship. Then we will select the most significant commodities and countries, keep these for further analysis and develop arbitrage trading strategies.
In the section developing arbitrage trading strategy, by using results from the analysis section, we select the most significant commodities and select three single company shares in that industry, and calculate the relationship between the company share returns and commodity price changes.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this research article, the data period spans twelve years from 2002 to 2014. Also the period average and average return have been calculated for all the data as well. But unfortunately, the date of every element is not the same period, but we can compare them in a same period automatically by the software.
I use the following daily and weekly data in the research report: Gold au-99. Here，we use the futures index, not the spot price, because we find that, Most of the operations of the commodities companies depend on the futures hedge for reducing the risk in the future, so that the futures index is more and more important, and there is a really correlation between the spot price and the futures index.
The SSE constituent index is designed to show the most objective situation of the investment environment for the investors in the Shanghai stock exchange from July 1, 2002.
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As we see from the equation: There can be more elements to represent more goods. We will add more to this equation to test them and get a significant result. To use (t-1) period is used by the previous day's price change in the commodity and oil to predict period (t) stock returns. But in the real world, there comes a time difference problem; the (t-1) may be insignificant for the test. We may need to move to the next (t-10) and (t-30) period to avoid the time difference problem.
Step One: In our equation, we test all relationships between commodities and oil with stock returns using E-views. If there's any element insignificant in the first step, we will take it out and continue to the next test until we have the entire set of commodities that were significant with stock returns in the China. E.g.
Step Two: For the robustness test, to avoid a "time difference" situation, the entire set passing the first test will go on to the next step. The second step is to test them with the (t-7) period returns.
E.g.
Step Three: The third step is to test them with the (t-30) period returns for avoiding the "time difference" situation also. E.g. 
Step Four: For the next step, I develop a trading strategy for this relationship between the significant sets and stock returns. The strategy will be "the price changes of set A in period (t-x) will affect positively (negatively) to stock returns B". So we will need to buy or Sell stock B at period (t), if the set A rises or falls at period (t-x).
At last, the remaining commodities will leave a significant strategy. For the trading strategy, let's assume element A and Stock B have a positive relationship, so if A increases in price in period (t-1) or another period, we invest in stock B in period (t) to get a positive return. But if A decreases in price, we sell stock B and invest into SSE constituent index.
To test this strategy, we need to set a "hold or change" Strategy, which means to invest an amount in the beginning and leave it as it is until the end, and see how much you will get. Comparing the above strategy with "hold or change" strategy, the higher return strategy will be the better one.
If we have any significant result for this equation, that means we can exploit the relationship between the commodity and the stock, but that is all on a theoretical basis, in the real world, we need to consider transaction costs, to buy and sell the stock if there are any changes in element A at (t-1), we need to add up transaction costs for stock position changes. After subtract transaction costs from the return of the above strategy, we can compare it again to get the best result.
III. DISCUSSION
In this Discussion section, we analysis the data analysis and develop trading strategies. We test the data by using different time periods. And we use the most significant commodities to create trading strategies.
Data Analysis In the first step, I have tested all commodities with the stock indexes in China, by using the equation: 
(9) From the result, we can see all the commodities are insignificant in the test for period（t-30）using daily data. So the 30 days may be much longer than the "time difference".
From all the test results above, we can see that most commodities are insignificant in the test except gold in the test (t-7) period. So we can a create arbitrage trading strategies about gold, and the notion is that the gold price is not futures price. The trading strategy is about daily price, so we don't and it isn't necessary to test in weekly date.
IV. TRADING STRATEGY
To continue the analysis and create arbitrage trading strategy for gold prices, I select the one of the biggest company in the gold industry in China. (11) Here, you may find a question that the period is not (t-7), because we find that from (t-2) to (t-15), only at the point (t-10), gold is significant.
In this result, gold is significant and the slope of the regression is different with the slope of the regression between the gold and SSE constituent index, so that there is a chance to build an arbitrage trading strategy.
From these results, we have a question. Why is there a negative relationship between gold industry shares? Most people would think there's a positive relationship between gold prices and gold industry shares, the higher the gold price, more value for the shares. But we find it doesn't happen like that.
Publicly traded gold mining firms produce a commodity output whose price is highly volatile. (P, Tufano, 1996) Under this situation, most gold industry companies have chosen futures or forward contracts to protect themselves from the price volatility.
Gold companies usually follow a policy of hedging a certain amount of their production over the short term (often three years).This provides income stream stability and allows them minimum debt coverage. (G, Twite, Dec 2002) This phenomenon has made these gold industry companies sell their product in the future at a fixed price. So the higher the gold price is, the lower the profit they will make from these contracts, some companies may have an over hedging problem, so the price volatility will affect them more than others.
Hedging on products, it is common in the gold industry, and it is the reason for the negative relationship between gold prices and their shares.
From all the data we have above, we will create an arbitrage trading strategy for both ZiJin and SSE constituent index.
The trading strategy is that when 10 gold t r  is greater than zero, we will buy SSE constituent index at time t, otherwise we will buy ZiJin, you may ask in our regression equation, the period is (t-7) not (t-10) about ZiJin r , the reason is that we just want to find out a linear relationship.
I have created an Excel equation sheet to calculate the returns and the results. And I show it on the next page, and there are not date of weekends and festive
The ZiJin Index and SSE Index represents the investment, 1 means invest, 0 means not. As I mention in methodology part, if gold price decrease in period t-10, then the stock price will increase in period t.
ZiJin return shows the stock price changes. I have set the transaction Inflation rate 10%/365, obviously, it is really a high rate.
The arbitrage trading strategy, we assume that we invest $100 in SSE index at the date 2014/1/14, and by using equation: =H12*(1+E4)*(1-10%/365).
（11）
From all this trading strategy, we can see that it is significant after calculating with real world data, if we just invest in Gold or SSE index, we may lost a lot in the end, but our strategy can increase the return much, even the the whole market is not good and the inflation rate is really high. The relationship between gold prices and gold industry shares can be a solution to decrease the risk by hedging.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have discussed the relationship between commodities and stock returns. And we also have run tests to verify significant results between them. We found that gold may have effect on SSE at (t-7) period, and we also show the relationship between gold price changes and the gold industry share price changes. And we have used this relationship to create an arbitrage trading strategy by SSE index and gold industry share price changes.
For most gold industry companies, to protect themselves from product price volatility, hedging is a common phenomenon. This phenomenon has made a negative relationship between gold prices and share prices. Even some gold industry companies have an over hedging problem. This negative relationship will affect them much more than others. And we also can see that the gold price changes may affect SSE index, because gold is one of the most important commodities. 
